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"What is the state of the art of 3D MHD simula4ons of flares 
and erup4ons, and how do synthe4c observables compare 
with observa4ons? 

Which physical mechanisms are missing and which modelling 
advances are needed, also given the future availability of high-
resolu4on observa4ons from MUSE and other missions?"
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• Tell-tale signs of 
chromospheric 
evaporation

• Loops filled with 
plasma at 10 MK and 
above

• Loops cool to lower 
log T bins

• At time (~20:29 UT) 
when plasma cools 
down to log T/K ~ 5.8, 
coronal condensations 
in SJI 1330 begin to 
appear.
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IRIS SJI 1330: Coronal 
condensations appear 
at about same time 
(~20:29 UT) as when 
AIA sees  sub-MK 
plasma.

Are there nanojets?
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NOAA AR 12017: 
one X-class (“Best 
Observed X-flare”), 3 
M-class, and about 
two dozen C-class 
flares 

Sunquake: Judge et 
al. (2014) 
Filament Eruption 
before X-flare: Kleint 
et al. (2015) 
IRIS Fe XXI FUV 
spectra: Young et al. 
(2015) 
Chromospheric 
Evaporation: Li et al. 
(2015)





Yokoyama & Shibata (1998) 
•2D MHD model of flare reconnection. 

•The efficient transport of energy 
released by reconnection is modeled as 
thermal conduction carried by electrons 
streaming along field lines. 

•Energy dumped into the chromosphere 
leads to dense upflows (humps): 
“chromospheric evaporation” 

•The model predicts density 
enhancement in the termination region 
(“blob”).  



Dashed contours: Total EM =1029 cm-5

Solid contours: Total EM =1030 cm-5
Chromospheric evaporation (hump)

Downward mass pumping from reconnection outflow (blob)



Ruan, Xia & Keppens (2020)

Figure 1. Number density Ne (in cm−3), temperature Te (in MK), and vertical velocity vy (in 100 
km s−1) at t = 40, 80, and 120 s. In the temperature views (middle row), white and yellow 
contours near the flare loop footpoints show the heating due to fast electron energy deposition, 
with a level of 1% and 10% of the maximum values, respectively. In the same panels, the black 
contour identifies the instantaneous region of fast electron energization.



Synthetic GOES X-ray Light Curves

C4 flare if measured by detectors on GOES 15. The free magnetic energy (actual 
minus potential field) dropped by ~5x1030 erg (~10%) over 5 minutes. 
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Synthetic Doppler Maps: scaled by DEM



Hard x-rays ≥ 25 keV   6 ≤ Soft x-rays ≤ 12 keV  

U s i n g o n l y t h e r m a l 
bremsstrahlung (+lines), the 
model yields power law-like 
shapes for the X-ray spectrum.  

The multi-thermal nature of the 
magnetic structure gives rise to 
the apparent non- ther mal 
behavior.  

Above-the-loop-top harder X-ray 
sources (> 25 keV) are located 
above softer loop sources.
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Xiaocan Li et al 2017 ApJ 843 21: 2D PIC simulations (Maxwell + relativistic 
Vlasov equations) of particle acceleration (mass ratios mp/me up to 100) 

• Robust w.r.t. mass ratio: "reconnection rate, magnetic energy conversion, 
ion internal energy gain, plasma energization processes, ion energy spectra” 

• Sensitive to mass ratio:  "electrons gain more energy (internal or kinetic) in 
runs with lower mass ratios” 

•“the accelerated electron distribution is actually a superposition of a series 
of different distributions, but each distribution only has a small non-thermal 
component relative to its thermal component. “ 

Xiaocan Li et al 2019 ApJ 879 5: extended to mass ratio = 400 



24Xiaocan Li et al 2017 ApJ 843 21



Chen et al. (under review) 

• MURaM-data-driven, 
MURaM simulation of a 
flare. 

• Sampled electric fields 
at the photosphere to 
drive an initial potential 
field distribution. 

• Quantitative differences 
between different 
numerical setups (e.g. 
grid spacing). 

2525





      MUSE: the Multi-Slit Solar Explorer 27

MUSE will provide spectroscopic 
signatures of triggers of flares and 
eruptions, which are often missed 
by single-slit instruments. Such 
observations will test existing 
models of solar eruptions which 
i n v o k e d i f f e r e n t p h y s i c a l 
mechanisms. Bidirectional flows 
show reconnection trigger.

MUSE will constrain initiation mechanisms of flares and CMEs

Cheung et al., 2022



      MUSE: the Multi-Slit Solar Explorer 28

MUSE will constrain initial plasma conditions of flux-rope-driven CME models

Fe XV (~ 2 MK) & Fe XXI (~10 MKL) moment maps of flare + nascent CME
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Fe XV (~ 2 MK) & Fe XXI (~10 MKL) moment maps of flare + nascent CME

MUSE will constrain initial plasma conditions of flux-rope-driven CME models



      MUSE: the Multi-Slit Solar Explorer

• Intensity, Doppler 
& line width maps 
of the source 
regions of CMEs 
constrain initial 
conditions of 
models (e.g. Jin et 
al. 2017 EEGGL 
module@ NASA 
CCMC can have 
new constraints). 

30

MUSE will constrain initial plasma conditions of flux-rope-driven CME models
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MUSE will provide constraints on models of the plasmoid instability

High-cadence, h igh reso lut ion imaging 
spectroscopy by MUSE will capture the evolution 
of plasmoids at multiple scales (if and when they 
exist), testing the prediction of fast reconnection 
models mediated by the plasmoid instability.

MUSE Diagnostics: II. Flares and Eruptions 23

Figure 15. Formation and ejection of multiple plasmoids within an elongated current sheet in the Bifrost simulation B npdns03
(see Table 1 and Appendix A). Left column shows temperature (top) and mass density (bottom) at time t = 4764 s of the run.
The panels on the right contain X-t maps of the MUSE Fe IX 171 Å (top) and Fe XV 284 Å (bottom) moments, namely, intensity,
Doppler shift, and line width. The horizontal dotted line in these panels correspond to the time shown in the temperature and
density panels. An animation of the figure is also available showing the evolution of the temperature and density between
t = 4600 s and t = 4950 s.

lations that radiate away from the termination shock re-1025

gion. An alternative explanation proposed as the driver1026

of QPPs is the intermittent collision of plasmoids ejected1027

from the current sheet colliding with flare arcade loops1028

(Samanta et al. 2021). MHD waves (fast sausage modes)1029

are yet another possible explanation for QPPs.1030

Using narrowband EUV imaging data from SDO/AIA1031

Samanta et al. (2021, see Fig. 17) reported the detection1032

of episodic temperature and density enhancements in a1033

flare arcade following the apparent collision of SADLs1034

with the arcade loops. The authors propose that in-1035

dividual QPP pulses are driven by the collision of re-1036

tracting SADLs with the underlying arcade. SADs and1037

SADLs have typical speeds of hundreds of km s�1 and1038

are spatially and temporally intermittent. Single-slit1039

spectroscopic rasters with cadences of a few minutes are1040

insu�cient to track their evolution. Furthermore, flare1041

arcade loops are not typically straight in the plane-of-1042

sky. So it is very di�cult to catch the evolution of1043

plasma along flare loops when operating a single-slit1044

experiment in sit-and-stare mode. MUSE’s multi-slit1045

approach addresses the need to capture the dynamics1046

of SADs, SADLs and QPPs at su�ciently high spatio-1047

temporal cadence to test models of their physical origin.1048

Magneto-acoustic waves, in particular fast sausage1049

modes, are another possible interpretation for QPPs (Li1050

et al. 2020). Tian et al. (2016) attempted to detect os-1051

cillations of the width of the Fe XXI line observed by1052

IRIS. However, the cadence was not fast enough to ob-1053

serve the expected line width oscillation, or perhaps the1054

location of the slit was not ideal. The multi-slit cover-1055

age of MUSE will be able to capture such a line width1056

oscillation, if it exists.1057

5.4.4. Heating and Magnetic Evolution at Flare Ribbons1058

The coronal magnetic reconnection that facilitates en-1059

ergy release in flares leads to intense heating of the lower1060

solar atmosphere, up to temperatures normally consid-1061

ered ‘coronal’ (e.g., Graham et al. 2013; Fletcher et al.1062

2013). This results in the appearance of flare ribbons in1063

the EUV, UV, and optical wavelengths (e.g., Isobe et al.1064

2007; Fletcher et al. 2011; Yadav et al. 2021). Studying1065

these ribbons helps bridge the gap between the recon-1066

nection and the eventual dissipation of the energy that1067

is released. It is particularly important to observe flare1068

De Pontieu et al., 2022; Cheung et al., 2022 22 MUSE Team

Figure 14. SDO/AIA narrowband imaging data show
bidirectionally moving (in the plane-of-sky) ‘plasma blobs’
ejected from a current sheet (Takasao et al. 2012; Takasao
et al. 2016). The identified ejected plasmoids have widths
of 200-300. MUSE will provide imaging spectroscopic observa-
tions, testing model predictions that plasmoids are produced
over a range of length-scales, and can coalesce and be ejected
out of a current sheet.

blue and redshifts in the spectra of high-temperature941

EUV/UV lines (e.g., Guo et al. 2017, see also the Fe XXI942

Doppler map in Fig. 7 at t = �20s). However, observa-943

tions have remained very rare and elusive (e.g., Imada944

et al. 2013; Polito et al. 2018a), mostly due to the dif-945

ficulty of observing the reconnection region at the right946

time, in the correct location and with the best orienta-947

tion of the instrument with a single-slit spectrometer.948

Some MHD models of the dynamical evolution of re-949

connection outflows impinging on arcade loops (Takasao950

et al. 2015; Takasao & Shibata 2016; Takahashi et al.951

2017; Kong et al. 2019) predict the termination shock952

region to consist not of a single fast-mode shock, but953

multiple interacting fast-mode shocks. The magnetic954

field near this region has an upward concave geometry955

suitable for trapping particles (so-called magnetic bottle956

geometry), which allows particles to be accelerated to957

higher energies. This is a viable model to explain coronal958

loop-top x-ray sources with photon energies Eph & 25959

keV. However, there is currently a lack of direct evi-960

dence for the multi-part structure of termination shock961

regions.962

Since MUSE/SG will capture FOVs spanning 17000 ⇥963

17000 at 12 s raster cadence (and faster for sit-n-964

stare and step sizes larger than 0.400), it will capture965

the evolution of flare termination shock regions with966

much greater chances of success than single-slit instru-967

ments. Figure 16 shows how the multi-part termina-968

tion shock structure in the simulation of Takasao et al.969

(2015) would appear as MUSE observables (at a spatio-970

temporal sampling rate comparable to MUSE’s capabil-971

ity) for a top-down (i.e., disk center) view. The coronal972

current sheet in the simulation is located at x = 0. The973

Fe XIX 108 Å line shows alternating patterns of blue-974

and red-shifts of approximately ±100 km s�1, a sig-975

nature of the multi-part termination shock structure.976

These regions are also accompanied by enhanced total977

line width of a ⇠ 100 km s�1 (see top left panel of978

Fig. 22 in Appendix A). Detection of these signatures979

in MUSE observations of loops would support models980

of the multi-shock nature of termination shock regions.981

Comparison of such dynamic models of the evolution982

of the termination shock region with MUSE observables983

will constrain their magnetic geometries and evaluate984

their importance as sites for particle acceleration.985

It has been proposed that such outflows are unlikely986

to be laminar (Larosa & Moore 1993), and are instead987

likely to develop a turbulent structure that, cascading988

down to kinetic scales, is capable of bulk acceleration989

of electrons (e.g., Bian et al. 2010; Melrose & Wheat-990

land 2014). Indeed, high cadence imaging observations991

by AIA are highly suggestive of the presence of turbu-992

lence in reconnection outflows (e.g., Cheng et al. 2018).993

Kontar et al. (2017) inferred a timescale for electron994

energization in such a region on the order of 1-10s.995

MUSE/CI is capable of providing TR and coronal im-996

ages in the He II 304 Å and Fe XII/Fe XXIV 195 Å997

bands at 0.3300 resolution at cadences down to 8s/4s998

(dual/single channel). Furthermore, MUSE/SG sit-and-999

stare rasters can run at a cadence as fast as 0.5 s when1000

targeting flares. The combined capability will character-1001

ize the intermittency of the reconnection outflows, pro-1002

viding evidence for dynamical reconnection. While EU-1003

VST could provide DEMs and density diagnostics with1004

sit-and-stare or narrow raster sampling a region of the1005

outflow, with MUSE characterising turbulence through-1006

out a larger volume.1007

5.4.3. Supra-arcades, plasmoids and their relations to1008

QPPs1009

The origins of supra-arcade downflows (SADs), supra-1010

arcade downflow loops (SADLs; see Savage & McKen-1011

zie 2011), Quasi-Periodic Pulsations (QPPs; see Nakari-1012

akov & Melnikov 2009), and their relationship with each1013

other are still under debate. QPPs might be signatures1014

of repeated/bursty reconnection, intermittent collision1015

of plasmoids/SADs, MHD sausage mode oscillations,1016

and more. They likely carry information about the1017

energy release process in flares. MUSE spectroscopic1018

rasters will provide an unprecedented opportunity to1019

study SADs, SADLs and QPPs in unprecedented detail.1020

The magnetic tuning fork structure in Fig. 16 has1021

been proposed as the source of quasi-periodic pulsations1022

(QPPs) emanating from flare loops (Takasao & Shibata1023

2016). The interacting fast mode shocks generate oscil-1024

Takasao et al. (2015)
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MUSE will test models of fast magnetic reconnection  
& particle acceleration

Models of reconnection outflows 
in flare current sheets (Takasao et 
al. 2015; Kong et al. 2019) 
predict multiple interacting fast 
m o d e s h o c k s , w h i c h a r e 
candidate sites for particle 
acceleration.

Cheung et al., 
2022
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Open flux emanating from the edges of active regions is a source of 
the nascent solar wind. MUSE rasters will track how these regions 
evolves, and investigate the presence of waves and intermittency. 



135 arcsec

135 arcsec

•High cadence MUSE multisite rasters 
(FOV covering up to 170”x170”) will reveal 
plasma properties in the core dimming 
regions, which are believed to be the 
footpoints of eruptive flux ropes.  

Left: Fe XV (284 Å) intensity and Doppler 
velocity maps of simulated eruptive flare 
showing blueshifted flows in the core 
dimming region. (simulation from Cheung 
et al. 2022; Rempel, Chintzoglou & 
Cheung, 2023)

Core dimmings

Core dimmings



What is the state of the art of 3D MHD simula4ons of flares and erup4ons, and how do 
synthe4c observables compare with observa4ons? 
• Increasingly realis4c single-fluid MHD simula4ons reproducing the lifecycle of solar flares / 

erup4ons.  
• Models parameterizing fast electron hea4ng produces hard x-ray sources at flare loop tops 

and footpoints (Ruan, Xia & Keppens 2020). The cause of the EM enhancement is s4ll 
predominantly due to thermal conduc4on.  

• Are non-thermal electrons energe4cally important for the energy budget of solar flares?  
• Poor knowledge of 3D structure of the coronal field (Pariat’s talk). 

Which physical mechanisms are missing and which modelling advances are needed, also given 
the future availability of high-resolu4on observa4ons from MUSE and other missions? 
• Self-consistent par4cle accelera4on in 3D flare models  
• NLTE ion popula4ons (c.f. Imada’s talk) in 3D models - EUVST 
• Loop evolu4on in 1D models with NLTE physics  
• Mul4-strand structuring & turbulence (other than Emslie & Bian 2018) - MUSE

Discussion


